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Abstract. With the broad adoption of social media and micro-blogging
platforms such as Twitter, we can observe high-volume data streams of
online discourse. Social media observatories, bearing qualitative resemblance to observatories used in the natural and physical sciences, are
web-based applications that facilitate the filtering, searching, and observation of this social media data for research purposes. However, best
practices for architecture and interoperability are not well defined for
building such systems, even for experts in the computational sciences.
We outline a road map for Truthy, a social media observatory that has
been collecting, filtering, and sharing social media data since August
2010. Our focus is on an architecture that will support querying of historical data and interoperability with other web observatories.
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Introduction

Web science and computational social science [6] are advancing our understanding of behavioral [4], political [3], and economic [1] phenomena. This has created
a spike in interest toward the use of “big data” about people and their interactions as a primary source for interesting questions in these fields [2]. However,
this data is often collected with custom toolkits, locked up in various archives,
and inaccessible to the public. This emerging trend makes web science research
expensive and difficult, if not impossible, to reproduce. Web observatories have
been proposed as a solution to these problems [9]. Social media have become
a major source of data about online social interactions, and therefore we see a
social media observatory as a key first step toward this goal.
Here we describe our plan to construct a new architecture for the Truthy
project, that will support retrieval of historical social media data and statistics
through an open standard Application Programming Interface (API). Interoperability between datasets from different social media sources requires common
data formats, and — for very large datasets or streaming data — open APIs.
This approach has many benefits, including reproducibility and efficiency of web
science research. The creation of open standards will require collaboration among
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web observatories. For example, the Dataverse Network Project (thedata.org)
is an observatory that reformats research data with open standards, exchange
protocols, and citable digital libraries [5]. One of our future goals is to bring the
same type of open standards to social media observatories.
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The Truthy Project

The Truthy Project (truthy.indiana.edu) is a web application originally motivated by the need to detect astroturf, or false grassroots campaigns, in microblogging streams [8]. We have collected a continued stream of compressed data
from Twitter since August 2010. The data source is a random sample of public messages obtained via the Twitter Streaming API (dev.twitter.com/docs/
streaming-apis). In recent extensions, we have created interfaces that allow
users to visualize information flows and download analytical data derived from
Twitter posts about themes such as politics, social movements, and news [7].
The current infrastructure limits our analytics services to data collected in the
previous nine months.
Truthy’s data model leverages a unified framework to represent the behavior
of users and diffusion of memes. We model a generic stream of social networking
data as a series of events that represent interactions between users and memes.
Each event involves some number of users, some number of memes, and interactions among them. For example, a single tweet event might involve three or
more actors: the poster, the user she is retweeting, and the people she is addressing. The post might also involve a set of memes consisting of, say, hashtags and
URLs referenced in the tweet. Each event can be thought of as contributing a
unit of weight to edges in a network structure, where nodes are associated with
either users or memes. The timestamps associated with the events allow us to
observe the changing structure of this network over time. Our API operates upon
the event data model. The specification of methods dealing with memes, users,
networks, and timelines can be found online (truthy.indiana.edu/apidoc).
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Future Steps

We have two key goals for our planned social media observatory. First, the
common data format based on social media events will allow our system to
integrate different data sources. Second, it is important for the computational
infrastructure to scale up to analysis of all posts and their metadata since August
2010, with the capability to query this historical data repository with userdefined parameters. We plan to deploy distributed database software such as
Solandra or HBase on a new computational cluster, enabling parallelized access
to the data through a search API.
Future steps will focus on the creation of a central observatory to store,
visualize, and deliver social media data. In Figure 1 we outline an architecture
design that utilizes the common data model for social media data. Users will
upload data modified to fit the common data standard.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed social media observatory system.

The infrastructure will consist of several components: input adapters for importing external social media data into the data model; toolkits for computing
various analytics, such as graph layout and visualization algorithms; an API for
programmatic access to derived data and images; and a website for visualizing
analysis, saving statistical results, and supporting interactive web tools.
We hope that our project will provide a useful framework to promote interoperability between the many different sources of social media data, both static
and streaming. This will be an important first step toward the realization of
powerful web observatories.
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